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ARC UP Update
Burdekin Shire Council supports ARC UP
The Burdekin Shire Council invited ARC UP to
present at this week’s Council meeting.
Debra
spoke to a PowerPoint presentation (click
here) which provided a background as to why
Queensland has moved from being the cheapest
State in Australia for electricity to the most
expensive and why under the current pricing
process the cost of electricity is not going to
Debra Burden & Dale Holliss brief
decrease anytime soon. Debra also provided an
representatives of LGAQ
overview of the goals of ARC UP (click here) and
how a 33% reduction in Street Light tariff 71 could Local Government Association
Debra Burden and Burdekin Shire
mean a saving of $550k for this region in general Queensland
Council Mayor Lyn McLaughlin agree
rates. Debra asked the Council to support ARC
to ARC UP
ARC UP representatives Dale Holliss
UP by:
and
Debra
Burden
briefed
representatives from LGAQ in Brisbane
1.
Providing a letter of support
on Friday, 10th June.
2.
Encouraging rate payers to:




Like and ask their Friends to like the ARC UP Facebook page
Speak out about the impact of unaffordable electricity prices either on the Facebook page, with letters to MPs or letters to
media

The Councilors voted unanimously in favour and have provided a letter of support (click here).
Federal Government Election
ARC UP put the following question and supporting background
information to the candidates for Dawson at the Ayr Chamber of
Commerce panel discussion on Tuesday night at the Kalamia
Hotel. We are following up the LNP and ALP candidates to
obtain a written response in regard to these key party position.
Question:
ARC UP would like to know from each candidate
“what their party’s position is on addressing the
unaffordable price of electricity”.
Candidates for Dawson at the panel discussion on Tuesday

Comment and background:



Electricity is the number 1 financial worry for ALL households in Queensland ...Choice Consumer Pulse Survey – September
2015




60 per cent of ALL people are worried about paying their next electricity bill ... Alliance of Electricity Consumers (AEC)
Business is more concerned about electricity prices than ANY OTHER issue in Queensland...Chamber of Commerce and
Industry Queensland
Continues next page
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ARC UP Update continued
In 9 years electricity has increased by 120% and according to the Chair of the Queensland Competition Authority under the
current rules prices are not coming down anytime in the near future.
The Federal Government has the ability to change the rules which could lead to the reduction of regional Queenslanders cost of
electricity by over 20%.
The Federal Government can do this by changing the regulatory rules used by the Australian Energy Regulator (AER) to value
electricity assets. If the assets of PowerLink and Ergon were written down to their efficient level it could mean a reduction of
around between 32% and 40% of the network impact on regional Queenslanders cost of electricity. The network impact is
around 50% of each Ergon account ...so the overall impact is a potential reduction of around 20%. (Refer to the attached report
from AER Consumer Challenge Panel Member Hugh Grant, who is recognised as a leading Australian electricity network expert,
“Assets or Liabilities? The Need to Apply Efficient Values to Australiana’s Electricity Networks”).
The Greens are the first political party to come out in support of both overhauling the electricity market rules and forcing writedowns of network assets. (See release here plus the below extracts). ARC UP see this as a significant game changing move in
the run up to the Federal election.
Force the write-down of network assets. Australians have been ripped-off from overinflated and poor investment decisions.
Unlike any other business, pole and wire companies don’t have to write down bad investment decisions, household and
businesses just have to pay for it. The Greens want to force the write down of network assets to reflect their true market value.
This will save all of us hundreds of dollars on our power bills.
Overhaul our electricity market rules. Half of our electricity bills are from the poles and wires on which energy companies are
entitled to a guaranteed profit that we all pay. This creates incentives to build ‘gold-plated infrastructure’. The more they spend,
the more they profit. Our electricity network has to leave the centralised network in the 20th century and become the backbone of
trading between commercial buildings, homes and small businesses.

QSL information session

This week in the Burdekin QSL held information sessions for growers and their
advisers on marketing for 2017 onwards.
The 80 attendees heard from QSL GM Marketing Risk & Trade Dougall Lodge
and IRM Carla Keith on:






How will marketing choice work
QSL’s 2017 season products
Why choose QSL; and
Current pool

Click here to view the presentation.

Queensland Budget 2016-17 Regional Action
Plan

The Queensland Government has release a regional action plan for Townsville region which encompasses the Burdekin available
here.
Benefits it lists for the Burdekin include:



Dam Spillway upgrade for Burdekin falls dam - $7.1 million in 2016-17 out of a $17.3 million total spend to initiate a spillway
upgrade.



Rural Water Use Efficiency Irrigation Futures Program - $300,000 in 2016-17 to assit Queensland irrigators to achieve more
productive on-farm water use.




Indigenous Land and Sea Ranger program
Mt Inkerman Nature Tourism Development
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Crush statistics

217,955
tonnes

Week 1 as at 11/06/2016

CROP CRUSHED
TO DATE

2016
estimate
8,300,000

3%
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Reef whistleblower censured by James Cook
University
The Australian, June 11 2016

When marine scientist Peter Ridd suspected something was
wrong with photographs being used to highlight the rapid decline
of the Great Barrier Reef, he did what good scientists are
supposed to do: he sent a team to check the facts.
After attempting to blow the whistle on what he found — healthy
corals — Professor Ridd was censured by James Cook
University and threatened with the sack. After a formal
investigation, Professor Ridd — a renowned campaigner for
quality assurance over coral research from JCU’s Marine
Geophysics Laboratory — was found guilty of “failing to act in a
collegial way and in the academic spirit of the institution”.

Wayne Smith, Debra Burden, Steve Guazzo, Peter Ridd
& Peter Sheedy

His crime was to encourage questioning of two of the nation’s
leading reef institutions, the Centre of Excellence for Coral
Studies and the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority, on
whether they knew that photographs they had published and
claimed to show long-term collapse of reef health could be

misleading and wrong.
“These photographs are a big deal as they are plastered right across the internet and used very widely to claim damage,”
Professor Ridd told The Weekend Australian.
The photographs were taken near Stone Island off Bowen. A photograph taken in the late 19th century shows healthy coral. An
accompanying picture supposedly of the same reef in 1994 is devoid of coral. When the before-and-after shots were used by
GBRMPA in its 2014 report, the authority said: “Historical photographs of inshore coral reefs have been especially powerful in
illustrating changes over time, and that the change illustrated is typical of many inshore reefs.”
Professor Ridd said it was only possible to guess within a kilometre or two where the original photograph was taken and it would
not be unusual to find great coral in one spot and nothing a kilometre away, as his researchers had done. Nor was it possible to
say what had killed the coral in the 1994 picture.
“In fact, there are literally hundreds of square kilometres of dead reef-flat on the Great Barrier Reef which was killed due to the
slow sea-level fall of about a meter that has occurred over the last 5000 years,” he said. “My point is not that they have probably
got this completely wrong but rather what are the quality assurance measures they take to try to ensure they are not telling a
misleading story?”
A GBRMPA spokesman said last night “the historical photos serve to demonstrate the vulnerability of nearshore coral reefs,
rather than a specific cause for their decline.
“Ongoing monitoring shows coral growth in some locations, however this doesn’t detract from the bigger picture, which shows
shallow inshore areas of the Great Barrier Reef south of Port Douglas have clearly degraded over a period of decades.” Centre of
Excellence for Coral Studies chairman Terry Hughes did not respond to questions from The Weekend Australian.
Professor Ridd was disciplined for breaching principle 1 of JCU’s code of conduct by “not displaying responsibility in respecting
the reputations of other colleagues”. He has been told that if he does it again he may be found guilty of serious misconduct.
A JCU spokesman said it was university policy not to comment on individual staff, but that the university’s marine science was
subject to “the same quality assurance processes that govern the conduct of, and delivery of, science internationally”.
This is the crux of the issue for Professor Ridd: “I feel as though I am the whistleblower.”
His potential downfall is the result of a long campaign for better quality assurance standards for ocean and reef research, which
has come under fire globally for exaggerating bad news and ignoring the good. Reef politics is a hot topic in the wake of
widescale bleaching of corals on the Great Barrier Reef as part of what US agencies have called the world’s third mass-bleaching
event.
Continues next page
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Reef whistleblower censured by James Cook
University continued
About a quarter of the Great Barrier Reef has died and could take
years to rebuild. The damage is concentrated in the northern
section off Cape York. The scientific response to the bleaching
has exposed a rift between GBRMPA and the JCU’s Coral
Bleaching Taskforce led by Professor Hughes over how
bleaching data should be treated and presented to the public.
Conservation groups have run hard on the issue, with graphic 
images of dying corals. All sides of politics have responded with 
increased funding to reduce sediment flow and to combat crown
of thorns starfish.
University of Western Australia marine biologist Carlos Duarte
James Cook University's Professor Peter Ridd on Townsville's Strand.
argued in BioScience last year that bias contributed to
Picture: Cameron Laird
“perpetuating the perception of ocean calamities in the absence
of robust evidence”.
A paper published this year claimed scientific journals had exaggerated bad news on ocean acidification and played down the
doubts. Former GBRMPA chairman Ian McPhail accused activists of “exaggerating the impact of coral bleaching for political and
financial gain”. Dr McPhail told The Weekend Australian it “seems that there is a group of researchers who begin with the premise
that all is disaster”.
Concerns about quality assurance in science are not confined to the reef. Drug-makers generated headlines when they were
unable to replicate the results of landmark studies in the basic science of cancer. Professor Ridd poses the question: “Is the
situation in marine science likely to be worse than in medicine and pharmaceuticals, psychology, education? Do we have a decent
system of replication and checking of results?
“Is there a chance that many marine scientists are partially driven by ideology? Is there a chance that peer review among this
group is self-selecting of the dominant idea? Is there a robust debate without intimidation?”
Professor Ridd wants an independent agency to check the science before governments commit to spending hundreds of millions
of dollars.
There is no doubt the current bleaching is a serious event but there are also many questions still to be answered. The consensus
position of reef experts is that bleaching events will get worse as ocean temperatures continue to rise because of climate change.

Presentation by Professor Peter Ridd – The need for quality
assurance of the science showing damage to the Great Barrier Reef
Following some glaring distortions by people in the Reef Science world reported recently in regard to
damage to the Great Barrier Reef especially as illustrated by last weekend’s Weekend Australian,
CANEGROWERS Herbert River has arranged with Professor Ridd to make a presentation in Ingham on
Wednesday 29th June 2016 on the above topic.

Venue:

Kelly Theatre Ingham

Commences:

7 pm

Admission:

Free (Sponsored by CANEGROWERS Herbert River)

Prof Ridd will demonstrate that much of the scientific work that is presently used to claim serious damage to the Great Barrier
Reef has significant problems, many of which completely invalidate the conclusions. These relate to the effects of agricultural
sediment and nutrient runoff, dredging activity, and climate change. He will show that much of this science has not undergone the
rigorous quality assurance processes that we would expect when the results are to be used for expensive public policy decisions.
He will show that when such quality assurances processes have been undertaken in other areas of science, an alarming amount
of the initial scientific finding are found to be questionable.
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Dr Starck states the effect of run off on the reef
has been grossly exaggerated

Dr Walter Starck, a pre-eminent authority on the Great Barrier Reef and reefs, speaks out in the below email that has been
widespread.
Erratic population booms are inherent to the reproductive strategy of starfish and are well known for various species all over the
world. Crown-of-Thorns outbreaks commonly occur on isolated oceanic reefs as well as on coastal reefs in desert regions where
runoff cannot be a factor. On the GBR there is no credible correlation between CoT outbreaks and runoff' events. Googling Crown
of thorns starfish in Western Australia provides numerous links to CoT in WA where there is no runoff from agriculture.
Corals on the GBR are frequently subject to extensive natural mortality from storms, floods and bleaching events. There is no
evidence of any recent increase in the frequency or intensity of such events. In the subsequent recovery process the fast growing
branching and plate-like forms tend to overgrow the slower growing more massive species. The preference of CoT for these
faster growing forms is probably important in the maintenance of coral diversity.
The effect of runoff on GBR water quality has likewise been grossly exaggerated. Significant runoff in the GBR catchment
is limited to occasional brief flood events which affect only relatively restricted inshore areas well removed from the main body of
the reef which is much further offshore. The nutrient flux on the outer reefs is dominated by naturally occurring internal waves
which are much more frequent and orders of magnitude greater than anything coming from the land. Contrary to the highly
misleading claims of the reef salvation industry, there is no evidence of decreasing water quality on the GBR. If anything, the
quality of runoff has almost certainly improved over recent decades from advances in land management practices. In particular
this has included a substantial reduction in fertaliser and pesticide usage driven by economic factors.
Meanwhile, in the real world, we face an increasingly serious global and national economic malaise and the "threats" to the reef
exist only in the imagination of armchair "experts" claiming authority on matters about which little is actually known. The demand
for government to spend billions of dollars to "save" the reef is simply obscene when the effective real intent is to make mining,
agriculture and grazing economically unviable.
The reef is fine. Reef tourism operators know this from direct daily experience and have belatedly started to object to the
doomster propaganda. To their credit, even GBRMPA has recently found the untruths and exaggerations too much to
endorse. Government needs to recognise that where genuine understanding is limited, belief in the prevailing misunderstanding
does not constitute genuine expertise nor can truth be conjured up by modeling the same ignorance in a computer.
Coral reefs are highly diverse dynamic environments frequently subject to large natural perturbations. Environmentalism primed
us to believe in a "fragile balance of nature" with any significant fluctuation as evidence of an unnatural "impact" caused b y
humans. Researchers soon discovered that investigation of environmental threats assured generous funding and the result is
now a whole generation of researchers whose entire training and experience of the reef has been in the context of investigating
such threats. They see every fluctuation as being caused by some threat and while they proclaim deep concern for the reef, their
true commitment is more to the threats. This becomes apparent if any suggestion is made that a purported threat may not be as
great as they claim to fear. The reaction is never hopeful interest. Inevitably, it is always angry rejection.
Regardless of whether the reef salvation industry is based on deliberate fraud or sincere self-delusion it is out of touch with the
reality of both the reef and the economic circumstances we face. It has become an extravagant farce which has never prevented
or solved any threat and is something we can no longer afford. It is past time for it to begin to be recognised as such.
Dr Walter Starck
Dr Walter Starck is one of the pioneers in the scientific investigation of coral reefs. He grew up in the Florida Keys and received a
PhD in marine science from the University of Miami in 1964. He has over 40 years’ worldwide experience in reef studies and his
work has encompassed the discovery of much of the basic nature of reef biology. In this process over 100 species of fishes,
which were new to science, were found as well as Dr Starck has participated in numerous other marine biological expeditions
around the world including the Bahamas, the Caribbean, the Mediterranean, the Indian Ocean and the Eastern and Western
tropical Pacific. Since 1978 his home has been in the far north of Queensland in Australia. From here he carried out ten years of
work on the Great Barrier Reef.
In addition to his extensive coral reef investigations Dr Starck has also conducted long term studies on the biology of the lemon
shark and on the worldwide distribution of the billfishes (i.e. the marlin, sailfish and spearfish family). His research has been
carried out under grants and contracts from the National Science Foundation, the Office of Naval Research, the National
Geographic Society, the Engelhard Foundation, the Marine Research Foundation and his own personal funding.
In retrospect this was a truly unique era as he was among the first to personally enter and explore the oldest and richest of all
life’s communities on Earth, tropical coral reefs. Going where no human had ever been, discovering phenomena no one knew of
and exotic creatures whose existence was previously not even suspected were an everyday experience not to be repeated until
someone steps foot on another world prolific with life. numerous, corals, shells, crustaceans and other new discoveries.
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$1b promise for Great Barrier Reef
Adam Gartrell, Queensland Country Life

The Turnbull government will establish a special $1 billion fund to protect the Great Barrier Reef from the ravages of climate
change and declining water quality.
The Reef Fund – to be announced by Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull in Queensland on Monday – will invest in clean energy
projects across the reef's catchment area in a bid to keep the World Heritage-listed icon healthy.
Under the first major environmental policy announced by Mr Turnbull during the campaign, the money will be come from the Clean
Energy Finance Corporation's $10 billion special account – meaning it will not affect the budget bottom line.
The corporation will manage the fund, which will finance – through debt and equity – a raft of projects over 10 years.
The government believes the fund will also deliver economic benefits to Queensland by mobilising public and private finance that
will increase investment, create jobs and boost farm profitability. The reef supports an estimated 70,000 jobs.
"Climate change is the greatest long-term threat to the Great Barrier Reef and to all coral reefs around the world," Mr Turnbull will
say. "Australians are passionate about the Great Barrier Reef and the Turnbull government is committed to protecting it for future
generations."
The government believes that a key way to improve the resilience of the reef to climate change, bleaching events and crown-ofthorns starfish outbreaks is to improve water quality.
The fund will seek to do this by supporting projects that reduce run-off of pollutants, fertiliser and sediment. Such
projects could include the wide-scale installation of more energy and water-efficient irrigation systems on agricultural land. Other
projects could support more energy efficient pesticide sprayers and fertiliser application systems.
The fund will also help coastal sewage treatment plants reduce ocean outfalls with more efficient pumps, biogas electricity
generation and next generation waste-water treatment.
The fund will also tackle climate change directly by supporting projects that could include solar panels for farms to reduce the use
of diesel, more energy efficient equipment and vehicles and large-scale renewable energy projects such as solar farms in regional
Queensland.
Mr Turnbull says the fund will build on $461 million in reef funding already committed since the
Coalition came to office.
Labor announced its own reef rescue plan last month. It promised to spend $500 million
over five years, including $123 million already pledged by the Coalition and $377 million of
new money.
Labor's plan focuses on science and research, direct environmental investment and
improvements to reef management.

Click here to listen to
CANEGROWERS Qld CEO
Dan Galligan on the
Coalition’s billion dollar reef
fund.

The CEFC already jointly manages the Coalition's $1 billion Clean Energy Innovation Fund –
announced in March – alongside the Australian Renewable Energy Agency.
The Abbott government tried to scrap the CEFC and ARENA – both set up by the Gillard government – but was
stymied in the Senate. Mr Turnbull overturned Mr Abbott's policy.

AIMS finds increase in coral on the Great Barrier
Reef

A recent report from scientists from the Australian Institute of Marine Science (AIMS) found that coral cover on seven of the twelve
reefs examined off the Townsville coast, between Northern Hinchinbrook and Cape Bowling Green, was at its highest levels since
they were first surveyed 30 years ago.
The study concluded that eleven of the reefs had continued to recover since being damaged by Cyclone Yasi in 2011 and most of
the bleaching was north of Port Douglas.
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Farmers tired of reef claims
Leanne Oliveri, Townsville Bulletin
15 June 2016

One of the North’s largest sugarcane producers says he is tired
of farmers being painted the villains in the reef damage debate.
Geoff Cox, who with brother David produces about 500,000
tonnes of cane in the Burdekin, said activist groups had hijacked
the debate with exaggerated claims about the state of the reef
and the impact of farm run-off.
Mr Cox welcomed the Prime Minister’s announcement in
Townsville yesterday of a $1 billion Great Barrier Reef Fund that
will provide concessional loans to help farmers cut greenhouse
gas emissions and reduce chemical run-off.
But he said the money must be spent on the ground, not on funding activists or dodgy science. “The money must be targeted into
programs aimed at assisting farmers to continue the advancement in farming practices and not be frittered away funding
organisations who denigrate Australia’s reef reputation and Australia’s clean, green farming image,” he said.
“Farmers are angry at being painted as the convenient villains in a reef damage debate that has been distorted and manipulated
for political and career motives.”
Professor Peter Ridd from James Cook University’s Marine Geophysics Laboratory questioned the wisdom of putting $1
billion into reducing farm run-off and emissions.
“If you’re going to spend $1 billion, the first thing to do is to make sure of the science upon which you’re basing your
decisions, and the fact is, at the moment it is largely unreliable because it is not properly quality checked,” he said.
“We’ve got sediments, nutrients and pesticides. Let’s make absolutely sure that these are really important (to the reef). It
could well be that nutrients are not a problem ... and right now the science is not reliable.”
Burdekin River Irrigation Area Irrigators manager Russ McNee said farmers accepted that a certain amount of chemicals and
nutrients was running off farms, but many were concerned about exaggerated claims.
“We think a lot of the scientific community have been making exaggerated claims and it’s probably to do with getting funding,” he
said.
“Both political parties have allocated significant funding to the reef.”

Haughton Bridge accident
The scariest bridge on the national highway nearly claimed a
young Mum, Dad and their 2 year old in the early hours of
Monday morning.
The family car went off the bridge (not hard given there are no
side rails) and fell about 30 metres before landing upside down
in the Haughton River (a river that some very large crocs call
home).
Incredibly the family managed to get out before the car sank.
This bridge, which is the only real link between Townsville and
Ayr, is not scheduled to be replaced until 2020. It is a disgrace
that the State and Federal Governments continue to use the
Haughton Bridge as a political football. They need to get on with
it and replace this bridge before there is another accident or before NQ is cut in half if the bridge is damaged and is unusable.

Click here to see a clip of the car being towed from the river. This clip has gone viral on Facebook.
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Sugar Research Australia
meets with Board
SRA Burdekin Varieties Officer Catherine Kettle and Adoption
Officers Belinda Billing and Andres Jaramillo gave the CBL board
an update on local SRA activities this week.

Varieties update
Catherine Kettle updated the board on changes to the biosecurity
laws and the responsibilities of the Burdekin Variety Adoption
Committee (VAC). The VAC now has responsibility for approving
new varieties and managing the approved varieties list for the
region. New legislation puts responsibility firmly on the cane
industry to manage new and old varieties. The VAC is made up
of growers, millers, and industry representatives, with separate committees in all regions.
Catherine also spoke on SRA8, a new variety launched in the Burdekin this year. SRA8 is currently in the mother plots run by
Burdekin Productivity Services (BPS) and was first planted into BPS strip trials in 2014. In final assessment and strip trial data,
the variety had average tonnes of cane per hectare, and high sugar (CCS). It is intermediate resistant to smut and we have seen
a small amount present this year BPS will share 2016 harvest results for SRA8 in their grower newsletter and at shed meetings
later this year. The new variety has just been approved for release by the Burdekin Variety Approval Committee (VAC).
The increase in incidence in smut throughout 2015-16 was also discussed, including the ratio of intermediate and resistant
varieties currently available in the Burdekin. Catherine explained that recent dry conditions had been favourable to smut and that
this had resulted in smut whips found in most varieties throughout the region. Growers are encouraged to take precautions
available to them. BPS has made the decision to apply the fungicide Sinker at planting in all mother plots as an additional defence
against smut. Growers are encouraged to assess their variety mix and think carefully before planting varieties with a susceptible
rating. The forecast for wet conditions for 2016-17 will be less favourable to smut.
SRA Adoption Unit
Andres was formally introduced to the board. Belinda and Andres provided an update to the board on the regional role of the
Adoption Unit, which has been more defined in recent months. This includes Andres and Belinda forming grower groups to
address priority issues within the region. In a meeting of Burdekin advisors, growers, Wilmar and Canegrowers Groups held in
September 2015 these were defined as irrigation and soil health, with water quality impacts to be a consideration with all
activities.
SRA will aim to work with the Burdekin cane advisory community and will connect the groups with the already active Sugar
Innovation Program and the Burdekin Cane Extension Group.
The groups will be formed in the coming months and provide interested growers with continuous learning opportunities in the
areas of soil health and irrigation and will look to incorporate grower trials. The direction of the groups will be set by the members.
Belinda gave an update to the board on the Smartcane BMP Training program that she facilitates across the Queensland sugar
industry.
She noted that she has had excellent support from regional BMP officers, such as Terry Granshaw in the Burdekin, as well as
productivity boards and staff from the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries.
To date this program has run

 20 Soil health courses
 7 Practical farm drainage courses
 5 Canegrub and weed management courses – training scheduled for central area in July, and Burdekin dates to be set
shortly

 3 Chemical Accreditation courses
 3 irrigation fundamentals courses; training scheduled for the southern region in July, dates for central, tablelands and
additional Burdekin training to be set

 2 Six Easy steps courses have been run in the Burdekin, two more scheduled Childers this July
 1 GPS Basics (Burdekin)
The majority of courses have been fully subscribed with excellent feedback. This program is designed so that Smartcane BMP
officers are involved in the training design and delivery and are able to follow up with growers who would like additional support.
For more information contact Belinda Billing: 0475 954 437 / bbilling@sugarresearch.com.au Andres Jaramillo 0475 973 282 /
ajaramillo@sugarresearch.com.au
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DEHP Compliance
Officers in Burdekin

Environmental Protection officers Shane Hunter and Brendan Meale
discuss nutrient regulations with farm records clerk Nadia Previtera

Environmental Reef Protection Officers have been active in the
last few weeks arranging and conducting interviews with
growers.
The initial emphasis has been on the assistance and
awareness of the requirements of record keeping and soil tests
associated with nutrient management by utilising the regulated
method of six easy steps to calculate nutrient requirements.
The officers intend to conduct follow up visits in the future to
check on the interviewed growers progress with nutrient and
records management.
Growers are reminded that the officers are also available to
meet with growers off farm if that is their preference.

Cane Analysis Auditors
Workshop

Cane analysis auditors play an important role during the
sugarcane harvest and crushing season.
Their job is to double-check, on behalf of growers, the sugar
content analysis done when cane arrives at a mill - it's an
important step to making sure growers are paid correctly!
Recently a group of auditors and grower reps from Rocky
Point, Bundaberg, Burdekin, South Johnstone and Mulgrave
were in Brisbane for training with Bernard Milford
(CANEGROWERS consultant) and Steve Staunton (SRA) to
make sure they're up to speed with the latest developments in
NIR technology and to refresh their understanding of the audit
process. It was also an opportunity to share experiences and
ideas for an improved service to growers this season.
Burdekin Cane Auditors for the season are:

If any CANEGROWERS members would prefer to meet with
the officers off farm; the CANEGROWERS Burdekin meeting
room and a representative Manager (either Debra Burden or
Wayne Smith) will be made available by appointment.

Invicta Mill

4782 9153

Workplace Coordinator

Mark Saunders

Advanced

Sue Wright

Competent (2)

Joy Egan

Bulk Sugar Terminal
Tours available this
week

Competent (1)

Lee Fudge

Pioneer Mill

4782 5345

Workplace Coordinator

Geraldine Cantarella

Advanced

Bernice Roebuck

Competent (2)

Kimberley Mallon

Competent (1)

Jenna Koppen /
Roxanne Rynehart

Kalamia Mill

4783 0319

Workplace Coordinator

Ray Collinson

Advanced

Richard Bond

Competent (2)

Lynne Denaro

Competent (1)

Carol Betteridge

Inkerman Mill

4782 1020

Workplace Coordinator

Vicki Lewis

Advanced

Jane Gambino

Competent (2)

Martin Watego

Competent (1)

Tamarra Vener /
Christine Torkington

QSL has advised that there will be four ships loading sugar
from the Townsville BST over the next week.
If anyone is interested in taking a tour of the terminal please
contact QSL Industry Relationship Manager Carla Keith to
make arrangements on 0409 372 305.
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A message from the
Ayr Police Service
by Steve Barton
Property Crime Update
Over the past week, property theft in rural areas of Ayr Police division have
been reported to Police on three occasions.
Two of those instances were nearby to one another in the McDesme Road
area.
The first to occur was on a farm on McDesme Road, via Ayr, between 7am
Monday 6 June and 5.30pm Tuesday 7 June, 2016, a large quantity of tool
were stolen from a farm;
The second occurrence was from the Ergon substation on McDesme Road
via Ayr where a trailer containing a large amount of tools was stolen between
5pm Thursday 9 June, 2016 and 6.30am Friday 10 June, 2016. This trailer
was found burnt out on Anabranch Road, Jarvisfield later on the morning of
10 June with the tow hitch broken.
The other rural theft occurred at Ocean Creek boat Ramp, Airdmillan,
between 9pm Monday 6 June and 9.45am Tuesday 7 June, 2016, where a
vehicle had the spot lights stolen, the rear window smashed and a GPS
stolen from inside the vehicle;
Also reported during the last week, the Ayr transfer Station, Railway Street,
Ayr, between 5.15pm Wednesday 8 June and 8.30am Thursday 9 June,
2016, the office was broken into and cash was stolen;

QFF things to
know

QFF President Stuart Armitage asks 'What are
governments trying to achieve with electricity tariff
reforms?' in his QCL column. See here.
The State Government has announced a further
$10.8 million over four years to begin
implementing the recommendations of the
Biosecurity
Capability
Review.
QFF
member
Growcom
has
welcomed
the
announcement.
The Queensland Government has released
details on Cattle Tick line. "Control zones" will be
abolished under the new scheme that will take
effect from the 1st of July.
QFF has led calls for clarification on the proposed
start of the backpacker tax after the ATO
confirmed that it had been giving advice that the
tax increases would apply from the new financial
year. The reference has since been removed.

Global climate
models

Global climate models are used for forecasting
weather, understanding climate and projecting
climate change.

Road Safety

They aim to simulate the interactions of the
world’s atmosphere, oceans and land surfaces,
so they are known as dynamical models. They
are used to calculate and predict climate patterns
or long-term forecasts.

With the commencement of the 2016 cane harvesting season, Ayr Police
would like to remind all rural residents to be extra careful driving when driving
around the district.

Some of them are also used to predict climate
change, using different greenhouse gas level
scenarios.

Cane train crossings are a considerable worry, particularly as they have not
been used for at least six months and drivers do become complacent. Many
of these crossings are not controlled by flashing red lights therefore drivers
should slow down when approaching crossings to ensure it is safe and clear
to continue.

NOAA Climate Services has a good presentation
that explains what global climate models are and
how they work.

If you have any information about the thefts or of suspicious activity in your
area, I would urge you to contact your local police station or Crime Stoppers
on 1800 333 000.

Every year there are traffic crashes where vehicles collide with cane trains as
well as many close calls at these level crossings. These types of incidents
are avoidable and are caused by drivers not paying the appropriate attention
or trying to race and beat the train through the crossing.
Slow moving machinery and other traffic require driver’s to be very vigilant on
rural roads.
Once again, I would ask that you drive to the conditions and pay attention to
your surroundings as you drive in the district.

The Bureau of Meteorology's forecasts take into
account a range of global climate models
including:

 POAMA-2 (Australia)
 ACCESS - The Australian Community
Climate
and
Simulator (Australia)

Earth-System

 European

Centre
for
Medium-Range
Weather Forecasting (Europe)

 International Research Institute for Climate
and Society (USA)

 Other global climate models
Click here for explanation of the models.
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CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the
fight on all issues affecting cane farmers
For the week ending 14 June 2016

Trade


CANEGROWERS met with representatives from Japan's Consul-General in relation to matters affecting trade in high pol
sugar.




CANEGROWERS participated in the NFF Trade Committee meeting.
CANEGROWERS briefed Australia's Agricultural Counsellors during their recall meeting on matters affecting sugar trade,
particularly in relation to Japan, Indonesia and the forthcoming EU FTA negotiations.

Rural Water Use Efficiency for Irrigation Futures (RWEU-IF)


The Milestone for RWUE-IF was completed and submitted. To date 27 growers have applied for $5.2 million to improve
irrigations systems to reduce deep drainage, 10 growers have applied for $248,000 for conjunctive use bores and $268,000
has been committed to decision support systems provided by Productivity Services to growers.



CANEGROWERS attended the RWUE-IF steering committee meeting. The source of funding has changed and it is expected
that there will be funding available for an extra year based on a successful application. This will take the project through to
June 2018.

Workplace Health and Safety Queensland (WHSQ)


CANEGROWERS attended the Industry Sector Standing Committee induction meeting. This was essentially information on
the structure of WHSQ and the role of the committee.

Smartcane BMP




The program reached its 100th accreditation this week. 105
growers are now accredited, covering 28,000 ha of cane
production.
60% of the cane production area is farmed by growers who
have completed benchmarking in the 3 core modules.

Nitrogen roadmap


CANEGROWERS met with Bernard Schroeder to follow-up
on the outcomes of the meeting on nitrogen in Townsville.

CANEGROWERS Burdekin
Professional Services
Services tailored to your needs




Payroll services
Bookkeeping
Media serv ices

Social Media

Website

Newsletter

Contact Mel
4790 3600
bdk@canegrowers.com.au
CANEGROWERS Burdekin is a registered BAS Agent
Registration number 24762820
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New Research Investment to Help Sugarcane
Industry Increase the Size of the Harvest Pie

The costly and significant problem of sugarcane harvest losses will receive a major research investment boost, thanks to a new
$5.5 million announcement as part of the Commonwealth Government’s Rural R&D for Profit Programme.
Losses from mechanical sugarcane harvesting have been conservatively estimated to cost the Australian sugarcane industry
$150 million per year.
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for Agriculture, Barnaby Joyce, today announced a new project to address this major issue as
part of round two of the Rural R&D for Profit Programme.
“This project will see Sugar Research Australia (SRA) as the Industry Owned Corporation for research and development
collaborate with a range of other organisations to address strategic research and adoption issues relating to harvest losses,” SRA
Chairman Dr Ron Swindells said. “This is a massive investment in a priority area of research. This investment offers significant
potential for gains for our $1.5 billion sugarcane growing and milling industry.”
Dr Swindells said that the industry already understood that significant amounts of sugar was lost during the mechanical harvesting
process, with further issues associated with future
ratoon crops of cane, and overall sugar quality.
SRA has identified reducing the losses from
mechanical harvesting as one of four priority
Impact Areas of research investment. This new
investment will allow SRA to collaboratively
address research gaps and work toward the best
outcome for the industry.
“We know that the industry could be sharing a
greater ‘harvest pie’. This research will deliver
valuable information about the true size of that
pie, and how all sectors of the industry can
increase the size of their slice.
“SRA welcomes the commitment from Minister for
Agriculture, Barnaby Joyce, and the Federal
Government toward this vital sugarcane industry
research.
“Benefits
will
flow
throughout
regional
communities and economies, which makes this
research investment a win for growers, a win for
harvester drivers, a win for millers, a win for the
community, and a win for industry stakeholders.”
Project collaborators include the Queensland
University of Technology, the Queensland
Department of Agriculture and Fisheries, Norris
ECT, Agtrix, and MSF Sugar.
Across the project, investment includes $3.5M
from the Commonwealth and $1.7M from SRA,
with additional contributions from the other
collaborators.
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Pricing information
2016 Season Advances & Payments
as at 6 June 2016
$/tonne IPS
Initial
18 August 16
20 October 16
15 December 16
26 January 17
23 February 17
23 March 17
20 April 17
18 May 17
22 June 17
Final Payment

$267
$302
$325
$349
$394
$381
$404
$416
$427
$439
$462

% estimated
return

80.0%
82.5%
87.5%
90.0%
92.5%
95.0%
100%

Waterfind Burdekin
Haughton WSS Water
Market Summary
As at 13 June 2016

* paid
The Advance Program is a guide only. CANEGROWERS Burdekin takes no
responsibility for its accuracy. It only applies to growers who did not forward
price for 2015 (the default method). Growers who have forward priced for
2015 will be paid the same percentage of their final expected proceeds. For
individual advance rates check your grower forecast on the Wilmar website.

Allocations

Wilmar Indicative Future Sugar Prices
as at 16 June 2016
Gross

$/Tonne IPS
Net

2016 Season

$587

$567

2017 Season

$539

$519

2018 Season

$505

$485

Dam Storage

Estimated QSL Pool Prices
As at 27 May 2016
$/Tonne IPS $/Tonne IPS
GROSS
GROSS
2015
2016
QSL Harvest Pool

$383

$497

QSL Actively Managed Pool

$415

$520

QSL Guaranteed Floor Pool

$408

$452

QSL US Quota Pool

$696

$785

QSL 2-season Forward Pool

$438

$475

QSL 3-season Forward Pool

$444

$491

The above information is provided by Waterfind.
The
information provided is of a general nature only and must not
be relied upon in substitution for professional advice.
Waterfind accepts no responsibility for the accuracy,
completeness or timeliness of any information provided. For
more information click here.

91.5%
16 June
2016

Growers can monitor QSL pool performance via the Price Pool Matrices
published on the QSL website (www.qsl.com.au). This information is updated
regularly and provides a sense of how the QSL-managed pools are performing
over the current season.
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DATES TO
REMEMBER
Sugar Industry Calendar
Click here

www.canegrowersburdekin.com.au

CANEGROWERS Burdekin
encourages local people to let us
know if they are looking for work.

@BurdekinCANE

CANEGROWERS Burdekin Ltd

Would you like to
advertise in

canenews?
Email

6% Discount

bdk@canegrowers.com.au

Exclusive offer to members
of CANEGROWE RS
Burdekin

to receive more
information
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Contact Us
HEAD OFFICE
141 Young Street, Ayr
bdk@canegrowers.com.au
Office Hours Mon - Thurs: 9am - 5pm
Fri: 9am - 3pm
4790 3600

Debra Burden

canenews is read by the majority of Burdekin cane
farmers and their families in the Burdekin. Copies
are also circulated to all CANEGROWERS Offices,
businesses, industry, politicians, Government
Agencies and members of the community.
PROJECT & TRAINING CENTRE
CANEGROWERS Hall,
68 Tenth Street, Home Hill

General Manager

0417 709 435
4790 3603

Wayne Smith

Manager: Member Services

0428 834 802
4790 3604

Michelle Andrews

Manager: Finance & Admin

4790 3602

Tiffany Giardina

Payroll & Administration

4790 3601

Martine Bengoa

Insurance Consultant

JP (Qual)

Mel De Domenico

4790 3605
0408 638 518

Administration Officer

4790 3608

Email address: firstname_lastname@canegrowers.com.au
DIRECTORS
Phil Marano
Chair

marano@bigpond.com

Owen Menkens

owen_menkens@hotmail.com

0409 480 179

Steven Pilla

mpbella@bigpond.com.au

0417 071 861

Roger Piva

rogerdpiva@gmail.com

0429 483 815

Sib Torrisi

sibbyt58@bigpond.com

0429 827 196

Greg Rossato

greg_rossato@outlook.com

0418 713 563

Published Weekly by:
CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited
ABN:

43 114 632 325

Postal Address: PO Box 933, AYR QLD 4807
Telephone:

(07) 4790 3600

Facsimile:

(07) 4783 4914

Email:

bdk@canegrowers.com.au

Please direct all advertising enquiries and materials
to the above.

Disclaimer
In this disclaimer a reference to “CBL ”, “we”, “us” or “our”
means CANEGROWERS Burdekin Limited and our
directors, officers, agents and employees. This newsletter
has been compiled in good faith by CBL . Although we do
our very best to present information that is correct and
accurate, we make no warranties, guarantees or
representations about the suitability, reliability, currency or
accuracy of the information we present in this newsletter,
for any purposes.

0404 004 371
Subject to any terms implied by law and which cannot be
excluded, we accept no responsibility for any loss,
damage, cost or expense incurred by you as a result of
the use of, or reliance on, any materials and information
appearing in this newsletter. You, the user, accept sole
responsibility and risk associated with the use and results
of the information appearing in this newsletter, and you
agree that we will not be liable for any loss or damage
whatsoever (including through negligence) arising out of,
or in connection with the use of this newsletter. We
recommend that you contact CBL before acting on any
information provided in this newsletter.

Burdekin Cane Auditors—Workplace Coordinators
Site

Name

Email

Phone

Inkerman

Vicki Lewis

vicki@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 1020

Kalamia

Ray Collinson

ray@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4783 0319

Pioneer

Geraldine Cantarella

geraldine@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 5346

Invicta

Mark Saunders

mark@burdekincaneaudit.com.au

4782 9153

